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1. SatCOM for aviation the stakeholders’ perspective
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3. SatCOM maturity and Deployment

An overview of the technology maturity, pre-commercial
flights, airlines perspective and certification aspects
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Series of Webinars

Following the previous webinars organised on aviation communication technologies (e.g. LDACS), these webinars are focussing
on SatCOM technologies that are largely used by aviation to support CNS safety related services

Overall context
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Agenda

1. Introduction (SDM)

2. IRIS from pre-commercial flights to deployment (INM)

3. ANSPs operational perspective (DFS/MUAC/NATS)

4. The airlines operational perspective (Easyjet)

5. Safety and Certification (EASA)

6. Q&A

AGENDA



Thank you very much
for your attention!

follow us on Twitter @SESAR_DM follow us on LinkedIn
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Q&A


